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Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. December I am looking for a replacement vehicle for my
Toyota Sienna. One feature that I like in the Sienna is that I can remove or fold half of the back
seat can get extra cargo space and still seat five people. I cannot find anything on the Edmunds
new car descriptions to see how the rear seat of the Windstar is configured. Can someone with
a Windstar or any year if the seats are the same comment? We have the captain seats in the
middle, but it will also works on the bench seat variety as well. Both the rear and middle row
seat backs can be folded flat. I'm pretty sure this configuration hasn't changed for the model. I
own a 95 Windstar with 65, mi. I have had all the usual problems such as the speedometer, head
gasket and finally the transmission. There was a TSB issued in 1 yr before I bought the car that
stated that the aluminum forward clutch pistons were failing and if they did they were to be
replaced by a STEEL version. I will be in small claims court next week. My question is: Are there
any of you windstar ownwers out there who have succesfully collected on this issue? It is
technically a breach of the warrenty of mechantabillity because they sold the car with a known
latent defect. This is my first post My 96 Windstar blew its engine on Dec. A year ago, I had to
have the timing cover gasket replaced at great expense. Right now, without expensive
diagnostics done on the blown engine, the engine failure can't be tied to the head gasket. There
is no doubt in my mind, however, that the poor engine design others have been complaining
about is the culprit here, too. I am just beginning my complaint process to Ford. Any
suggestions will be welcome. Coincidentally, I just met a woman in the town next to mine,
whose 96 Windstar bit the dust the very same day mine did. Just how widespread is this issue
with the 96's? I thought others might find my experience useful when deciding on buying a new
van. We bought ours in May of We selected it over Chrysler and Sienna for several reasons and
have not been disappointed, overall. We did have problems though. About 2 months after we
bought it had a major transmission problem; tranny had to be replaced, of course, it was
covered by warranty. Couple months later, another engine related problem occured and again it
was fixed in 2 days by the dealer for free. Ever since we did not have any problem. My wife loves
the van - it's powerful, quiet at cruising speeds, has comfortable driver seat, is roomy, 2 AC
units for front and rear passengers etc. I know how most of you undecided feel since we did the
same way - searching for news, postings etc. The only thing I don't like is the sound of the

engine during acceleration, but my wife who is the primary driver does not mind it at all. The
things I like the most are power, nice and thick carpets, excellent visibility, superb brakes, and
the best overhead console I have seen in any van or car. We leased our second Windstar in
June We have two problems the dealer has not addressed in the visits. The problem first
occurred while on vacation Martha Vineyard parked in my driveway. The Dealer said someone
hit it or a shopping cart hit it, I disagree. This is my third Ford, getting a bad taste. Anyone have
any solutions for the Door? After reading the posts here and everywhere, why would anyone
even consider buying a Ford. As for me, no more Fords or other American cars. Its going to be
Toyotas, Subarus, Hondas or Nissans from here on out. I own a '97 Dodge Grand Caravan with
70, miles and am considering purchasing a Windstar SE with leather and quad seating. The
manual side doors on the Windstar seem to require some muscle to close, as opposed to my
Caravan which requires the push of a button and an easy slide. Does this bother anyone or am I
out of shape? I was ready to purchase tomorow, but am having second thoughts due to my
concern after reading the horror stories regarding blown engines and head gasket problems on
older Windstars. For the record, we purchased one of the last '98 Windstars made in June of
Thought it would be okay because supposedly they had addressed he head gasket and
transmission problems. However, right on queue at 3 and a half years and 55, miles, it now has
significant coolant losses. We also had the standard problems of tie rods and radio replaced
under warranty. Also the dealer went through the motions of replacing multiple sending units
and gas tanks in a wasted effort to make the fuel gauge read accurately. So it remains the case
that Ford is continuing to sell the 3. January I have been reading through the Windstar
Problems. The Head gasket leaking and transmission breaking. I have questions as to why. I'm
considering buying a Windstar. The GM's, VW and Japanese vans don't fit my needs and I've
read and had experience with the Chryslers and they don't appeal to me at all. So here I'm left
with the Windstar. Motor: 1. Is the head gasket failure because the gaskets are sub-standard? Is
it that the motor has too much power for that size motor 3. Is the Van too heavy for the motor?
Does the antifreeze have anything to do with the eating a way the gasket? I'm planning on
installing a pre-lube system for the motor and using synthetic oil. Do you think this would help
the head gasket problem? Trans: I see that ford has identified a few transmission hardware
problems. Would synthetic trans fluid and a trans cooler help with these transmission
problems? I know if you talk to a dealer they'll try to make a dead mule sound like a new
Mercedes so you can't trust them. So does any one know whom I can email about the Windstar
problems, like an email address to a Ford Company rep.? Long story short. I had a 95 and now
have a Windstar. Only own a Windstar if you have it under warranty, factory or extended. Mine
lasted till k and then it was totaled by a red light runner. The trans was good to the last day. I did
have the head gasket problem and had to replace the speedometer. However, from about 70K
on it was routine maintance, of which I am a fanatic. On the transmission. I had the power flush
done each 60K and that might be why I never had a problem. Just a guess. I now have a 99 SE.
Good power, quad seats. It is a little loser than the 95 in the ride department and I think at about
30K I will put some after market shocks on it along with a heavier sway bar. We like it. It can
hold 4 retired racing greyhounds with room for two more if need be. The antifreeze doesn't eat
the gasket, though once the gasket is shot it ruins the bearings thus causing the motor to need
replacement. In later years it appears they have fixed the problem and the motors have had
more power, so its not power related. I don't think synthetic transmission fluid would have fixed
the earlier transmission problems, those were caused by a part that would crack. There seems
to be a lot of complaints on the newer windstars with harsh shifting in lower gears. We have had
a 95 that blew the gasket, a 99 with the harsh shifting and persistent pinging problems and now
a that had a clunking in the transmission at various speeds. They replaced the torque converter
on that one. Of the 3 the has been the best. No pinging and the transmission seems better
though not perfect. I don't think Ford knows how to build a decent transmission. The torque
converter replacement was right at 36k miles. I had a 95 Windstar. It lived at the dealership with
numerous electrical problems and recalls. It blew head gaskets at 35, miles and 77, miles, which
Ford stood behind eventually the second occasion destroyed the engine and a factory rebuilt
was provided. Unfortunately, my Ford dealership in the San Fernando Valley area of Los Angels
lost my car the day all the repairs were completed. The vehicle had been inspected and I was
told it was in top mechanical condition, with no other problems. The dealership was in the habit
of parking cars with keys inside and leaving the lot entrance unattended. The interior panels,
seats, radio, tow bar, never used Michelin spare tire and jack were stolen. The radio wiring
harness was cut, the body damaged and the transmission severely damaged. Negligence was
clear in this matter. After telling me what needed to be done to properly repair my vehicle, my
Ford dealer turned the matter over to their insurance company, which screwed me - beware if
you deal with "F" Insurance. I was underpaid the loss sustained after a year long dispute and

orignally being low balled. The dealership was totally indifferent. They would not repair my
vehicle because their insurance company refused to pay the cost. I attempted to talk to the
owner, but got no closer than his son, who felt no responsibility for their blunder. I have a new
vista on how this dealership treats its customers. I eventually disposed of the defective van for
salvage cost plus the pittance provided by the scum insurance company. I called Ford Motor
Company, but they said they have no control over what their dealers do. Does this sound like
the kind of company you want to deal with? I am now looking for a late model Toyota Sienna. I
have had it with Ford. As we all know, it is worth more as an insurance reimbursement than
anywhere else! BTW - you have a very clear case of negligence seeing that the van was stolen
from the Ford Dealership with the keys left in the vehicle by their employee on your hands.
Could you tell me how you were able to determine that it was the forward clutch piston? We
have what sounds like the same trouble. Did you have to tear down the transmission? What was
the cost and who did you have do it? Purchased Aug of Has had 3 recalls since. Poorest paint
job I have ever seen. We are Fords attempt to "win us back" as a valued customer. Our '95
Taurus LX wagon blew two headgaskets. It was a good deal at the time. Took delivery on the
Windstar, first thing I noticed was all the small particles of hair and dirt in the paint. Left year
quater panel had a piece as big as a pencil eraser! They offered to paint it. I said I did'nt want it.
They said I would lose the 0. They put us in a corner, found out later I could have got the rate on
a different unit, because they could'nt deliver a satisfactory product. It goes on further with
problems with service dept. Paula, When I took my windstar in to the dealer I allready suspected
the forward clutch piston based on what I had read. The dealer confirmed it was the piston when
they called me back. They did replace the aluminum version with the steel part. I asked them for
the part they took out and it is aluminum. I have sued the dealer under the Michigan consumer
protection Act. By issuing a TSB in Ford in effect admitted they knew the part was defective. In
dealing with your Dealership you can get all the info you need from the following site. Maybe
you can get Ford to chip in and stay out of court. Good luck Bloemie. Robert, Not to be stupid,
but again I ask, HOW were they able to tell it was the forward clutch piston? Did they infact tear
the transmission down? The dealer found metal shavings in the burnt transmission fluid. I wish
now that we had gotten an answer from them about what the shaving were. Feel free to answer
at my e-mail address. Bloemie: I once owned a '95 Windstar for two very painful and expensive
years. Bomb of a van, Bomb of a car company! My Windstar needed the transmission overhaul
because of the cracked forward shift piston. The classic signs of failure is that the vehicle fails
to go into gear after you come to a complete stop. Transmission fluid is supposed to build
pressure behind the piston causing the piston to move forward and shift the transmission back
into gear. The crack which occurs in the aluminum pistons allows the transmission fluid to leak
thru and it never develops enough force to shift into gear. So, you roll to a stop like at a traffic
signal and sit there waiting for this harsh thumping action feels like you are gently rear ended.
Sometimes, you can get it to go into gear by downshifting manually to 1st gear. Eventually
though, the beast will leave you stuck in traffic. The ford dealerships I dealt with played
"Possum" with me. I had to contact a good independent transmission shop that soon as I told
him what I had, and what it was doing, he knew exactly what the problem was it took all of 30
seconds for him to figure out the problem. This transmission has been produced by ford since
the Taurus's and this is a classic problem of the AXOD transmission. All I can recommend is
unload the beast soon as you can. I sucked it up and took a beating cost wise, but picked up a
Chevy Venture. It has 26, miles on it now and is a Great van, good mileage 25 mpg , good
performance, good seating 8 passenger-comfortable and drives like the Oldsmobiles I've always
driven for K miles. It will be a cold day in hell before I ever go back to another Ford. I'm pleased
to see them hit hard times now. But, as W. Fields said " A sucker is born every day". Based on
the windstar experience, it's a few more then one sucker per day! Good Luck. February Hi, I am
here because of a problem with our Windstar. We traded off our 95 Windstar on the It seems we
have had problems since day 1. Ford has not fixed the issues we experienced with the This
week we took it to the bank and signed it over to them. We don't need more Ford headaches. I
have had my Winstar SEL for over two years now. This vehicle has been the best vehicle I have
ever owned. In actual fact I have not had one problem with it. In my line of work I meet with
many different people each day and we often discuss vehicles. From my conversations it
appears that Ford has better quality in their manufacturing of the SEL than the cheaper models.
ONe client of mine bought two Winstars, one was for his business and the other was a top of
the line SEL. My client told me that his SEL was perfect but the cheaper model Winstar he uses
in his business is junk. I have also noticed the same thing with the chrysler minivans. But, the
ones who buy the cheaper models have trouble. One could probably conclude that auto
manufactuers put more quality in their higher margin vehicles, because they want to ensure
their customer comes back. On their lower priced and lower margin vehicles their view of their

customer is much different. This may very well be true. The trans shifted the same as our 95 and
we were told by a Ford man that the trans in the 95 needed to be replaced. We had only km on
the van, the thing should have been perfect! The Windstar's brochure states the third seat can
be moved up to the second row's area. Can a second row's captain seats go in the third row
area? Would ideally like captain seats in the second row but would like the option of putting a
toddler in the middle seat on a bench behind the driver for safety and still hold 7. Thanks in
advance. There are only 2 sets of slots in the back row for the bench seat. The spacing in the
middle row allows the bench to be positioned in the middle. The captains seats have arm rests
on both sides, maybe that will give you the added safety you need. Thanks, bdemas. Still can't
decide between second row captains or bench with a toddler. Captains would be nicer in the
long run. Posting this here as well as the "Windstar Problems" board which hopefully will
provide different perspectives. The Windstar has been around for a long time. I read a lot about
problems but seems mostly in "pre models" totally unscientific seat-of-the-pants guestimate. Is
this true? If so, is it just that the newer models haven't been driven as much yet? We had a
Windstar with less than km on it. It was nothing but a problem from day 1. Just last week we
told the bank to come and get it. We had enough problems with Ford. Thanks candlemaker.
Sounds like it was a dud. I've been through a similar, but not quite as painful experience with
another manufacturer's car. Question is: are these duds as common in the recent models
compared with the older ones? This may be impossible to say for sure, but maybe someone has
some insight. Certainly, reading the "Problems" boards here makes me want to buy a
skateboard! How can you tell the bank to come and get it? Did they take it off your hands and
give you the remaining balance of your loan? Do they in turn force to manufacturer to take it
back? I don't know how the bank will dispose of it. We only made 3 payments on it and told the
bank it was a lemon and we would no longer pay for it. It is called voluntary surrender. We don't
have to pay the balance. When we bought the , we traded our 95 junkstar. We owed 10, on it 95
since we just bought it. We feel we did the best thing getting out of it before all the headaches
we had with the 95 drive us to our grave. Wow, that's awesome. That's lemon law on another
level. Will that have any affect on your credit rating? Very interesting! Yes it will but only for
about 6 years. It would have taken that long to pay the loan off and we would have had all the
headaches to boot! We figure on getting a cheap used car and save up for whatever we decide
to buy. Seems a bit extreme, but whatever works. I bet you could put a letter in your credit file
with the big 3 credit companies to explain your actions, and that may help your "Beacon" score.
Does the Windstar have this? In case I'm using the wrong term: you can't put the van out of
Park without first stepping on the brake. Thanks to those who responded. We are just glad to be
rid of the van and the debt. March This is our third Windstar. Its a Limited, and drives like a
dream. Its smooth, no wind noise, no road noise, etc. It's the third one we've purchased the ext.
They've been expensive, as most repairs were done in first 36K. Yeah, the regular stuff you see
on the problems boardtransmission replaced on the 98, steering rack replaced, tie rod ends, etc.
These problems are a hassle, but it seems all vehicles have them. My wife drives the Windstars,
and loves them, so we buy more. Someone here observed that they've "cut costs" on the floor
mats. Boy is that ever true! The 95 essentially had two layers of carpet. The 98's mats were
skimpy, and the rear was vinyl I missed the two-way visors too. The mats on our 01 Limited are
a joke. Dealer tells us there is no rear cargo area mat for the 01's, even in the Limited. I know
what you mean about the carpets. The carpet of the 95 was so much nicer than the As to routine
problem I agree. Every board here has transmission, steering and other problems in each one.
Prices are in Canadian Dollars. I may have an opportunity to purchase. My Ford Windstar GL 3.
White smoke, coolant in engine oil. Dealer applied more Glue to the plastic hood! They installed
redesigned straps on the plastic gas tanks. I was original owner. Usually on long drives or
change of altitude. Dealer could never explain, and refused to fix it as there was no "problem".
Dealer could never reproduce problem so refused to fix. There was an Air Leak in the steel
Wheel right from the factory! Dealer refused to replace, they said it was a Maintenance item! It
only had 67K miles on it, yet everything was falling apart. I took the money and ran while the
vehicle was still 'running'. I was the original owner and maintained that vehicle religiously,
changing oil every 3K, tranny fluid flushes, air filter every 10K, coolant flush every summer, etc.
In the end it will end up owning YOU! I will Never Ever own another Ford vehicle again! Tony22r,
Appreciate your feedback. Sounds like you got stuck with a really horrible vehicle. You probably
should have pursued the lemon law on that one Although your words alone would not influence
my decision at all, I have decided not to purchase this Windstar. I have done quite a bit of
further research, both here and independently and there isn't a chance I would pony up the
money for a vehicle with a problem plagued history such as this. I find it exceptionally troubling
that years went by and the same issues kept re occurring in the same vehicles. It reinforced to
me why i will never buy a car from a North American manufacturer. I have never had a major

mechanical issue or malfunction in all of that time. I have only had to have regular maintenance
and a few minor problems fixed under warranty such as squeaking seats and loose window
trimming. Steve Host, Thanks also for the feedback on pricing. I was planning on using this
vehicle almost exclusively as transport to my boat which i have docked about an hour north of
Toronto. I'm sorry, but the potential for costly transmission and engine repairs just isn't worth it
for me. I forwarded the recall letter to the new owner, hehe, not my problem any more I
contacted the Ford complaint dept MANY times; they just offered their condolences, reiterated
some old safety ratings, and offered me a 'coupon' on my next Ford purchase. With all the time
and money I put into it, I could've just started out with a Toyota or Honda to begin with! Some
things are just not worth cheaping out on. Especially now with all the competition and low
interest rates amongst all the automakers, us consumers shouldn't have to put up with 3rd rate
crap! My hard-earned cash will be going to automakers that will give me Reliability and Quality I
just recently bought my wife a brand new Toyota truck, and I bought myself a new Honda V-twin
motorcycle. We are happy campers now I seriously considered the WRX, but most dealers were
out of stock a few months ago! Happy motoring. I've had basically all the problems written
about, and got the same treatment from Ford Customer Service. After last years "control
module? April Took my 98 Windstar in to the shop today. Needs a new transaxle. Only miles on
it. They are replacing it with a refurbished one with a 2 year 24k mile warranty. Mechanic says it
could've gone out due to neglect didn't replace filter and fluid at recomended intervals but even
if it did, it's hard telling if it would've lasted or not. In any case, shouldn't trannys last more than
4 years and 60, miles? Do I have a case with Ford on trying to get some reimbursement for this?
You can give it a shot and see what they say. All they can say is no and you have lost nothing.
However, this is another reason for the extended warranty. Do you notice that if you go to the
other boards it seems all the vans and cars seem to have transmission and power steering
problems. I guess I am lucky that I do not own an old GM car where the thing could catch on
fire. I do pull the routine maint on my transmission. I had a 95 Windstar totaled by a red light
runner with K on it and the transmission was fine. I had the transmission power cleaned all
fluids removed and synthetic fluid put in and no problem. Once every 60k. Thanks very much
for the link to lemonaidcars very good information. I'm taking a copy of my invoice for the
tranny work and a letter to the Ford dealer I bought the van from on Friday. I've already talked to
them on the phone. So hopefully they'll do something. I'm not getting my hopes up, but it wont
hurt to try. I bought a 97 Windstar about 8 months ago and have had numerous problems with it,
although nothing serious yet. One of them continues to annoy us. The chime is frequently on
for no apparent reason. There are only two factors we have been able to identify: 1 It only stays
on at speeds under 20 mph, and 2 It is more frequent with the headlights on sometimes the
chime goes off if I turn my headlights off, but not always. Has anyone else experienced this?
May I have a windstar with a squeaking driver's side sliding door. What is strange about it is
that it only squeaks and rattles when it is raining. Has anyone experienced this? I had a that was
a lemon and I wish then I stayed away from Ford. My '02 that I got as a replacement after
fighting with Ford for 3 months has already had two front end alignments, three steering wheels
and a squeaky driver's seat also. I will never buy another Ford product in my lifetime. Sign In or
Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. December I'm
looking forward to reading all the things you all have to say and hopefully share some useful
info with you as well. The van had 36k on it and needed rotors and drums turned and the tranny
Neutral TSB done after several useless attempts by the selling dealer to dodge the bullet , but
Ford and the dealer agreed to cover the cost of the repairs and for now the van is everything I
hoped it would be. I did fairly exhaustive shopping and think I got the cream of the crop on all
counts, best year of the best van on the market. Honda's new van was second place in my
opinion. Nice, but try getting your hands on one, used is even more rare than a new one. Thats
all for now, but I'll be sure to pop in again soon. You can get funnels with 12 to 18 inch rubber
hoses already attached from auto stores. These will bend to the shape you need to get to the
reservoir. Once you you use it for brake fluid wash it thoroughly or better yet don't use it for
other car fluids, so they don't mix. Anyone have to wait this long for a SEL? I was told it would
take weeks and it is now going on 11 weeks. If I wanted to back out the deal, can I get my
deposit back or can they keep it? Thanks, jeff. I just took delivery of a Windstar LX, four-door,
standard bench seats in rear, no entertainment system. It did not come with floor mats despite
the Ford brochure that said that floormats "front and rear" are "standard. My questions are: 1
how many mats should I have gotten "standard" without ordering option floor mats ; and 2 how
many mats go with option ? I have called parts departments of various dealers to inquire what is
a standard set and got answers ranging from 4 to 6 driver, passenger, short second row, long

third row, passenger side entrance and cargo area. Not all identified the last two pieces. It
seems that nobody knows for sure. I would appreciate hearing from Windstar owners about
their floormats. January I am about to lease a Windstar LX. It has 4 doors, rt. Does anybody
have any advice or feel whether or not this is a good deal? Thank you. I guess I should have
mentioned that I get 15K miles on that lease,which would be fine for me. Also, it is a model van.
I was wondering if the numbers sounded good. Thanx again Galigirl Does anyone have
experience with adding a remote starter to their Winstar. Can this be installed with a factory
order or should it be installed subsequent to delivery. I am considering a Windstar with the
Class II towing option. I need to tow an enclosed snowmobile trailer that is loaded to about lbs.
Does anyone have experience with the towing option they can share? Markian, you can also get
general info. Just ordered my new Windstar SE. Spent a great deal of time researching vehicles
and prices. The Edmunds 'Buying Tutorial' was a godsend. They tried like banshee's to get me
into a car on the lot, but I stood firm. Echo's of "Holdback, Holdback" kept coming to mind, so I
brought it up. The salesman put me off then started chatting about my trade-in. It is a Jeep
Wrangler Islander with 56K. We spoke for a long time about the holdback. At one point I thanked
them for their time and made a legitimate effort to leave. My last request was to be able to drive
my Jeep until the Windstar arrived. I then got a 'price protection' statement to guarantee my
deal and left, a very happy man. Moral of the story Do your homework on Edmunds. February
Please let me know where you bought your windstar city. Has anyone had anyone had a
popping sound from the front end when turning or when braking hard. If so let me know what
was the problem. I am considering purchasing a used Windstar. I saw two just tonight, one was
a 96 GL with miles, and most of the features that make it comfortable, the other was a 95 LX with
all kinds of extras, digital display, dual ps, pw, pl, you name it, it probably had it, this one had
miles. I have been reading about the Head Gasket problem in the 95 windstars, is this a problem
that disappears if it has been fixed once already or does it come back again? Also, when if I take
these vehicles to a mechanic for the once over, what other things should I have them look for.
Any advice on the two vehicles is greatly apprecicated. Go to the Windstar Problems forum.
Something like this has been discussed but I don't think anyone has posted a solution. I have a
'96 Windstar. I had to have my intake gasket replaced and it caused the same damage as the
head gasket problem in the earlier years. I've been told that Percentage will only go up as more
'96s get more miles on them. The intake gasket should last the life of the car! Now my O2
sensor is bad which two Ford mechanics have privately told me is a sign my head gasket is
about to blow. One mechanic at a Ford dealership wrote me today that he has done 3 head
gasket jobs in '96s this week!!! I wonder if the owner of the one you are looking at was told the
same thing. Point is: It's not worth the Risk! I know every time we try to tell people to get away
from Windstars, we hurt ourselves trying to get rid of our own. On one hand I tell everyone who
owns one, sell it now why they can! I guess the poor sap who doesn't have internet is the one
we are selling to. Hello all Glad to find a forum where I can hopefully find some info on my new
Windstar. First off, we looked for six months before deciding I loved the Odyssey, but a friend
purchased one, had to wait five months, paid TOP dollar and didn't even get to pick the color.
The dealer loaded it with extras and nothing was negotiable I know they are a great van, since
I've had a Honda accord for 10 years that was just super. But, anyway, of the rest, we liked the
Windstar the best. Found a 99 LX with miles on it. Still smells new. Anyway, it only came with
one key, and because of the passive theft system, you can't just go make a copy. I have to order
it as a part and then have it programmed. Has anyone experienced this? Should I try and get the
dealer to pay for it, since it wasn't disclosed to us when we bought it that there was only one
key Found out after we left lot. Any suggestions appreciated. BTW, I did make a copy, and it
does open the doors, but it won't start the engine. You will need to order the key from the dealer
but you should be able to program it yourself so you can eliminate that part of the cost. Your
owners manual should have directions on how to program the key. I would try to make the
dealer supply the key and program it for you first before doing it yourself- they should have
supplied you with 2 keys. Good Luck! I'm sorry. After posting the first message I realized you
have to have both keys to program another key- which is probably why they did not offer to do
it. I would definitely make them find a way to supply you with 2 keys- I would assume they did
not because they knew it would be expensive and time consuming without having the original 2
keys. My previous experiences with this phenomenon was with my Taurus with 30k miles. The
dealer claimed it was nothing, but upon further pursuit I learned that it was the tie rod ends.
Apparently Ford uses hard rubber fittings in their front end parts and the tie rod ends take a
beating especially around town. When the tie rod ends were replaced the problem went away.
Apparently the replaement parts have brass fittings that should wear better about 75k miles.
Just thought I would share. No, the head gasket problem does not go away once it is "fixed. You
will see people having not one, but two or three engine replacements on the 95s and some 96s.

We ourselves dumped the piece of junk two months after the first blown engine. It only had 49K
miles on it after 4 years! This van was again leaking coolant one month after the engine
replacement, and I knew it was only a matter of time. We ran, not walked, to Toyota. Honda and
Toyota have received so much business from this fiasco it is amazing. No more Fords for us, we
shall remain with the Japanese from now on. Just some words of warning. Since this is the tax
time, I am considering buying a windstar GL with the 3. I test drove two vans yesterday and the
windstar seemed like the better buy. I drove a 98 plymouth voyager with 23, miles, V6 3. I didn't
particularly like the performance on the road. I then drove the windstar GL with the V6 3. I liked
the performance, the pick up and the superior ride in general. I looked around and no other
dealership could touch the price. I am not hard up for a vehicle but when I purchased my 98
Sunfire in April 98, I found out 1 month later that I was pregnant with my second child and of
course a 2 dr coupe was not a practical choice in vehicles for the growing family. I tried like
heck to trade my car in for something else but I was told that my car was just too new and I
would never get my money back out of it if I traded it in. I have until Tuesday to get in on the tax
sales but am wondering if I should hold out for another great deal on a different used van.
Please help me. Before you make such an important decision, read all you can in the posts on
the Windstar problems. I am seeing lots of people having problems with the newer years of
Windstars. I have already spoken on our experience with the 95, and frankly, I have not seen too
much effort on Ford's part to make a reliable minivan. Unfortunately, the Siennas are too new
and wonderful for anyone to turn them in yet, unless you can find a '98 that was a leased item.
And Honda's older Odysseys are a lot smaller. If you can wait, do it. That is what we should
have done. I just don't want to see anyone stuck in the middle of nowhere with a Windstar
broken down, like we were. Good Luck. I brought my 98 Windstar, which is out of warrenty "37,
miles to the dealer to diagnose the popping during turning problem. He said they were subframe
bushings that needed to be replaced. Thanks Ca2stay for your response. So far I have had very
little trouble with the windstar. I drove the caravan and liked the styling and the handling better
than the windstar. However, I like the engine performance of the windstar. It seems to have a lot
of power. That comes in handy especially in the hilly region of the country that I am from. March
Thanks for the info on the key. I got them to pay for it, and went ahead and paid out 24 to get a
third key, just in case. They programmed them all at once. Thanks for your help. Thanks for
posting the key cost. You can program it yourself if you have 2. I had the same popping with my
98 Windstar recently. The dealership replaced the 2 upper and lower subframe mounts - still
under warranty. I'm considering buying a Windstar SE. I admit, I already own a Escort, so maybe
I'm not completely objective, but we have looked at other vans. I'd be interested in the Toyota
Sienna, if I could find more info on it, and if I could find one to test drive, which has been
difficult. Any others I've ignored or forgotten, or any suggestions? Your help is gladly
appreciated. Oh, and I guess I should mention that our concerns, in order are: 1 sfety, 2
reliability, and 3 price. Our lease is up in October on our '98 Windstar LX. Thank God, I'm tired of
this beast. All we ever get is 13mpg!! When the dealer's mechanic attached his trip computer to
it and test drove it, he got 24mpg on the highway!. I've never seen that. The engine computer
has been reprogrammed. The disc rotors and pads gave out at miles. The hood and tailgate had
to be repainted because of a flaw in the metalflake. Interior trim panels have had to be replaced.
The front seat covers will be replaced soon. The seam is tearing. A few other small items also
had given problems. In the Windstar brochure and on Ford's website where you can build one
yourself; it says you can't get rear air with the 3-door. But I just saw a 3-door LX on the lot with
rear air and the full overhead console! The wife wants another one exactly like we have now.
Cypress Green, tan interior, and all we need is the 3-door. We manage just fine without a fourth
door. Besides, why spend the extra money for something we don't need? I saw a letter here in
the forum that mentions some of the interior changes that Ford has made from the 98 to the
Some of those decisions are rediculous and you want to give that somebody a swift kick in the
pants for doing away with something that works and makes life easy in the van. Speaking of
EASY. Have any of you changed your own oil and tried removing that wonderfully placed oil
filter?! Seems to me that those two engineers also need a you know what. The vehicle should
come with at least two keys. When I picked up my I wanted a third and got it within 45 minutes
of the request. But I would get the dealer to pick up the second set. Hi Metzie. I have ordered a
Windstar SE. I'm not sure what adaptive mobility needs you have. Although I am not an expert, I
don't think any of the larger adaptive mobility conversion company's work on Toyotas. Braun
converts only Dalmer Chrysler. Again I'm not an expert; but after quite a bit of research that
what I've found. Hope this helps a little. We just purchased a Windstar LX. It was between a
Windstar and the Venture and the Windstar won by roominess and comfort. The Venture drove
better but the seats were hard and it was slightly narrower. The van is really nice and the kids
love it. We're really going to use it this afternoon when I bring my wife to the hospital for a

check up with the kids. They should be more comfortable in it than in our Escort. One thing we
have been noticing is that when we brake to stop at a traffic light, there is a loud "thump" in the
engine compartment. My theory is that this is the transmission shifting down. But it could be
anything else. Has anyone else experienced the same thing? We purchased a 98 Windstar GL as
a new car exactly 2 years ago this month. We have had some unusual problems with it and I
have not seen anything similar listed on this forum. At about 28, miles we started stalling out
whenever we slowed to a stop, such as in turning lanes, at stop signs, or when backing up
slowly to a stop. As this problem increased in frequency we brought it in and were informed the
throttle box needed to be replaced as the engine was not getting enough oxygen at low speeds thus stalling. These problems all occurred under warranty. The warranty just ended in January,
and in February we started feeling friction in the steering column and hearing a loud squeaking
on slow turning. We took it in 2 weeks ago and found out the tie- rods were out of sinc and
needed to be replaced - but it was not dangerous, yet. We were told the squeak would get
progressively worse. I am very surprised that a 2 year old van with just 40, miles would need
new tie-rods!! I am starting to look at other vehicles and hoping to trade or sell this van before
something else happens! Has anyone else heard of these quirks?? The stalling problem is well
documented and has a TSB on it. My 98 did the same thing at about 30K, was fixed and have not
had a recurrence. I have 50K on van, no other problems and still have the original brakes and
tires. I highly recommend replacing the transmission fluid every 30K or you will have early
transmission problems. Otherwise, the van is superb on trips and very comfortable and safe in
all driving situations. April I would like to use my hard-shell Luggage carrier on my '00 Windstar,
and when I went to Sears to get the clips or brackets for my vehicle, The specs book indicates
that there is no fit. The Sears salesman said that no fit means that the roof rack on the Windstar
is probably not rated for at least lbs. The manual does indicate that the roof rack is rated for lbs,
but has anyone had any experience with using a luggage carrier with the '99 or '00 Windstar?
Thanks for your post on the steering problem I too have had my 98 GL in several times for the
same noise in the steering after 30, miles. After the steering crank shaft? As of this date, I'm still
waiting to hear when the district rep will be in our area so I can discuss the problem with him,
the answer I received from the dealer is unacceptable! I'm going to give them a call to make an
appointment to have the tie rods looked at, while the van is still under warranty. I have a 98 with
50K and no steering noise. That is not a characteristic of the van and should be fixed. As I said
in a previous post, I have had no problems other than the stalling which was fixed under
warranty. I still have original brakes and tires. Definetly replace the xmission fluid every 30K. It
may all fall apart in another 20k, but so far so good. My 96 Windstar had 80k,was in good shape
except for the coolant leak. The dealer used the rebate and downpayment to cover the negative
colaterial. Actually, it looks as if you got a very good trade-in compared to many other posts I've
read. Your's is the highest I've seen thus far for a WS with around 80K miles. By the way, how
do you compare the Villager with your former WS besides the coolant leak, ha! I just recently
thought of the Villager as an option. Right now, they have a big rebate and 0. We've had the
Villager for 3 weeks now and sofar we really enjoy it. It's a new 99 and came with the sport
package including rear air. They dont have as much storage behind the 3rd seat as the WS but
we also have an overhead cargo carrier we can use. The roof rack looks like the cross beams
are the same size as the WS's rack. The kids like to recline the middle and 3rd seats on long
trips. Hopefully with the Nissan motor and transmission we wont have any coolant leaks like the
WS. Jh: I have a Winstar, the steering on this car has been terrible since new, the van has 15,
miles on it now, the tie rods were replaced at 13,ooo miles, rear shock at 2, miles, just had a
tranny sensor replaced last week. I would never ever buy another ford again. My Windstar has
factory security system. You cannot use the power door unlock to deactivate the security
system. Very distracting! This is because you fail to start the car promptly after deactivating
security system. I have none of your symptoms. It sounds like yours may be defective. This is
annoying. It should know the difference between an inside door handle and an outside one.
Take it back and demand satisfaction. May This site never fails to enlighten me. I'll be taking my
'98 GL in to the dealer Friday for the squeaky steering problem too, while it's still under
warranty. Thanks for the tips JH45 and Cmcsandi. They've tried everything for that; new
alternator, new radio, new ground strap, even an after market noise suppressor kit The van
performs great and I like it a lot, but am I going to start having problems now with 32K miles?
Brakes seem to have quite a bit of pedal travel suddenly now too, but the pads look like they've
got plenty of life yet It seems a lot of folks owning minivans have reported transmission
problems. Even though I have no need for a towing package, would it be advisable to add this
package to my Windstar SEL "wish list" given the addition of the extra transmission oil
cooler??? Will it prolong the life of the transmission??? Dear Karen S. Why is topic no longer
available? There was so much valuable information in all the letters and complaints. Please let

us know if we can obtain this topic again. In case Karen can't answer fast enough for you, I'll
chime in. Its been archived. You can view all the archived Van topics by clicking on the
"Archived Topics" at the top of the Van topics list. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October in Ford. I was a little picky on color, black, so
availability was limited. Oh yeah, I leased at Mullane Ford in Bergenfield. I did not try to
negotiate the holdback. I've gone miles and no problems yet!! October Phkck: We have a
Windstar same engine as and pull our lb. Coleman trailer with no trailer package. The van
performs very well, mostly cruising without noticing the added weight. Our trailer has electric
brakes, which helps significantly in stopping. On most roads we can cruise at 65 mph pulling
the trailer unless the hills get steeper than rolling grades. It then shifts into 3rd gear to climb the
hill at about rpm. Occassionally, if the hill is really steep it will shift into second gear at about
rpm, with a top speed much less than 65 mph obviously. MPG during towing suffers, lowering to
about mpg, but we don't usually get more than mpg anyway. Overall I love this van for towing. I
just wish it came with a trailer towing package so I could tow up to lbs. We hope to upgrade to a
new Coleman pop up camper that weighs about lbs. Thanks for the towing info. Whichever van
we end up with we will go for the towing option. We probably tow times a year. I was thrilled that
they were giving me a , rather than a I had to bring the van back already, because of 3 things
wrong. The power mirror on the passenger side does not work. And the last problem was one of
the sliding doors made a griding sound when closing. They put more lub on it, and that is fine
now, but they have to order me a new power mirror. What I did notice though, is that Ford
seemed to get cheap on some items compared to my Windstar. For example The floor mats in
the were really plush, and these are thin and junk. The overhead console is now a mini console
doesnt have the mirror or change holder. My old overhead console had rear control for the radio
and I didnt have premium cd player , and the does not have this on the console. There is no
longer a tape or CD holder at the bottom center just a big open space. They did not give me a
cargo net, or vinyl mat for the rear I took mine out of the 98 and kept them. And lastly, when
opening the rear hatch, it feels almost sharp under my hand while squeezing the hatch release. I
never had this on the ' Sorry if I am going on and on about this, I was just wondering if anyone
else has noticed these things, or it is just me being too picky. At least I didnt have to pay for this
van!! You are right they did get cheap on some interior items. The old floor mats were great- the
new not so good. They also eliminated the double visor which I had really gotten used to. I have
and SEL which does include some of the other things you talked about. I will check on radio
button illumination thing next time I'm out at night. Not that this is a comfort to you but atleast
your dealer is trying to fix things and replaced your lemon with a My dealer just told me they
"never buy back vehicles" and wanted to know why I felt this was a possibility. Obviously, they
don't check out the internet. November Thats probably not the right term for where you put the
gas in My Windstar was purchased in Sept. Three times it spewed gas back out and all the time
you have to put the gas in very slowly. I do plan on taking the van to the dealer,but until this
week my schedule has been too busy. I did call the dealer and ask if there were any service
bulletins on this and they said no,but would like to check it out. I got a call from Ford about a
week later asking about the van and I explained the problem to them. This week I plan on taking
the van in to the dealer,but would like to be armed with more info from other people who may
have had this problem. I also was promised floor mats and they have been on back order since
Sept. The dealer said Ford and the manufacturer who makes the floor mats hadn't got around to
making the floor mats? Do they really think I'm that stupid? Which leads to the question of why
would the floor mats for a be any different than the ? Not to mention that in the brouchure for
the Windstar it says that floor mats are standard on the LX. I like driving the van and the
features and price were much more reasonable than the Honda or Toyota. I guess you get what
you pay for. We bought our van in the middle of August and just received our mats last week.
They ordered a complete set, after 4 weeks only the rear one came in. The salesman finally took
a complete set from a that came in. Haven't had the gas filler problem. The leather option is
already figured into this price. Cut my last message short If not, why not? The is available with
movable brake and gas pedals. Does anyone out there have this option? How well does it work?
Any information would be appreciated. Adgate, are you sure it wasn't the gas station? If the
vacuum-hose on the pump is not working properly, that will cause gas to flow out. Have you
tried more than one station? I have a few questions about the Windstar LX. Is rear air standard
on the LX? Is privacy glass standard on the LX? What kind of gas milage can I expect. Is the
quality of the LX good. I have Windstar, it has had many problems. The overall structural
integrity doesn't seem too good either. It creeks, moans, and groans. Yes,guitarzan I have been
to four different gas stations and had the same result. Last night as I was coming home from a

rehearsal I tried to fill up at a Mobil station and it spewed out. I couldn't fill up the tank all the
way because it kept on shutting off and gas would leak back out. In the morning the inside of
the van really smelled like gas. I am going to take the van in this week after my last concert on
thurs. Adgate, I await the diagnosis, but my uneducated stress that! Let us know!! It appears
you can load up an LX, and turn in into an SE. Can anyone see a flaw in this strategy?
Discounts are a method of spurring sales. Maybe sales of these models are fine as far as Ford is
concerned? When we tried to order a Windstart with the adjustable pedals, we were told that the
option wasn't going to be available until production starting next March. We were to have a CD
installed under the passenger seat of our new LX. When we went to pick it up, we found it had
been installed in the rear of the minivan. Apparently, the install tech was concerned about the
unit overheating under the seat Has anyone else run into this? We plan to have it moved to the
front, in between the driver and passenger seat. As it is now, the rear bench seat cannot be
rolled out. Also, cargo in the rear can damage the CD unit. The CD changer has been under the
front seat since day one. No overheating problems. It has had some problem starting a cd when
the van has sat outside for awhile on cold winter days. But this was only certain cd's and not
related to it's location. Other than a wind whistling noise from loose rubber stripping above the
front windshield, which was fixed, and a common stalling problem also fixed by a sensor?
Seems to me that some options are not available on the LX - rear audio controls are not listed,
just wiring for it, power door on one of the sides also does not seem to be a choice and I do not
see leather as an option on the LX. When we ordered our CD they also put it between the
passenger and drivers seat in the front. Wish I could say our ford has been trouble free also but
i can't. Latest mishap was a blown out transmission at 33, miles. At least it was still under
warranty. They also gave us a 24, warranty on the new tranny so we will try and keep it for
another 2 years or so. I was able to get it at invoice price from Charlie Thomas Ford in Houston
which came to roughly 25, with destination. Taxes, etc were extra. I didn't get any additional
options because it had most of what I wanted. Also the cornering light. I thought this was nice
since I have often found myself trying to see what I am trying to turn into. I only got the radio
cassette and am planning to add a CD changer later. I checked the lights and the three buttons
by the cassette do NOT light up on my van. I have several questions about the lights in the
cluster. My airbag light stays on several seconds longer than the rest of the lights when the car
is started. Almost as long as the seatbelt light when not buckled. The light does turn off. I
checked in a F and it does the same thing. My oil light does not seem to turn on with the other
lights either. It will turn on if I leave the ignition in ON for a few seconds. Then when I start the
van, the oil light will light up and then turn off with the rest. The manual indicates that the oil
light "momentarily illuminates when the ignition is turned to the ON poisition and the engine is
off. The 99 F oil light did turn on on startup. Also, I am considering an alarm. Can someone
recommend a solution? I have the factory remotes and would like to continue to use them. You
can use the Accessories conference as a resource also, tmant. Took the van to the dealer last
week and they said nothing was wrong with the gas system,etc. They did say that the filler tube
had been shortened somewhat and that the "backsplash" may be caused by me putting the
nozzle to far in the filler tube. I have filled up the tank twice since then and have not had the
problem,however I put the gas in reallllly slow as I'm sure if I put the gas in at the regular rate I
would experience"backsplash" If the problem continues I'll start video tapimg my fill ups and
have "visual"proof! Still haven't gotten my floor mats which are supposed to be standard on the
van. Ford said that the manufacturer of their floor mats was substandard and that they had to
change manufacturers. I'll keep my Tweetybird floormats until then I actually like the van quite a
bit and hope it will be a great ride! Adgate, I have experienced filling up a vehicle, and the pump
kept shutting off. I can't remember what car that was. The situation where gas splashes out, I
feel, is unacceptable. And they want you to take twice as long to fill it up each time, because of
their design snafu? Unfortunately, people don't seem to find any recourse in going above a
dealer at Ford. Just be careful you don't ruin any good clothing while filling up! The driver side
has a "open" style tongue that restricts if pulled at a certain angle, while the others have a more
typical looking enclosed tongue. I just noticed this the other day, is this normal? NO advertising
gimmick fees. There you can request a price quote from a nearby dealer. Village called me
within two hours and gave me lower price than all these silly buying services. I have a 99 LX
that has miles on it. The first month I got 19 mpg, 2nd month 15 mpg and now I get Took it into
the dealer for it's first service and they say the engine checks out ok. California uses oxyginated
gas in the winter months so the dealer blames the fuel. None of my other vehicles have had a
reduction in mpg. Any ideas? Tmant and others, As a former Ford salesman, I am suprised and
disappointed that your salesman did not point out the logic behind the three lights out on your
radio. The uplevel stereo in the Windstar and the Explorer have a feature called selective
lighting. When the instrument panel and radio are illuminated at night, only the buttons that you

need to use are lit. For instance, if you are listening to a tape the buttons that are only control
the radio or CD functions will not be illuminated. A nice feature, once it is pointed out. On a side
note I would have to say this is typical. You would be amazed how many calls our general sales
manager got from customers wanting to know how to use the cruise control or operate the
stereo properly. Pretty sad in my estimation. My customers never recieved the three "see"
delivery. See the keys, see the car, see the road. Later, Wes. It is also described in the owner's
manual. On my '99 the passenger seat belt tongues hold the strap tight which makes is very
easy to use the child car seat locking clip. Hope this helps. December I have a 99 and it did not
come with locking clips for car seats because of the design of the seat belts. You should not
need them. Read the manual though because it does have some specific instructions for how to
be sure the car seat is in correctly. It is much easier to put the car seat in and out now and if you
need that seat for an adult passenger you are not having to remove a locking clip for them to
use the seatbelt. Good Luck. I just took delivery of sel and the noise comming from the gas tank
wakes up my 2 year old! A service tech. At a start it sounds like a bowling ball rolling into the
back door! The test drive did not warn me of this, apparently there was only a few gallons in the
tank. Dealer is contacting ford to see if they can be authorized to wrap the tank with insulation.
This needs to be recalled escort and windstar don't have bafels in tank to eliminate the
swooshing noise Any one else have this problem or do you all crank the radio so you don't here
it! I'll let you know what they do. I have not heard this noise but maybe that's because my kids
are too busy teasing each other for me to hear anything. Ford will probably suggest you have
another kid so they can make more noise in the back for you and drown out the noise coming
from the tank. I have heard this sound while riding in the middle seats of another brand of van
so I do understand how disturbing it is and you are right it should be fixed. My Windstar SE oil
light never seems to turn on. It only turns on when I leave the car in ON or turning it off and
starting the car right afterwards. Anyone else have this problem? I asked this before but didn't
get any response. I've never checked that on my I know I've seen it flash on momentarily while
starting so I just assume it works. I would be concerned if I had never seen it on or if it came on
after starting. If you are concerned that it is malfunctioning, take it to the dealer. They should be
able to test that in a matter of minutes. Every car I've ever owned flashes the oil pressure
warning light momentarily on startup to indicate that the bulb is functional not burned out - it
will also remain steadily lit in the ignition 'on' position if the car is not running as will most of
the other diagnostic lights. The only time the oil pressure warning light remains lit during
driving is when you experience a loss of oil pressure, which is generally followed by engine
meltdown. I bought a Windstar LX about 3 weeks ago in Connecticut. Among the options the car
has is the Comfort Group which is advertised to include the auxiliary climate control system,
privacy glass, luggage rack, and mini overhead console. I called the dealer to confirm that this
was the correct delivery of this option and he said he had other LX's with privacy glass on the
lot that included it on the hatch. He recommended I check with Ford customer service, which I
did. The cust service rep looked up my vehicle build data and indicated the the car was not built
with Comfort Group 86C, but with the "reduced" Comfort Group which means that some of the
features are 'reduced" from the Comfort Group on the SE and SEL. No where is any of this
described in any of the Ford publications that I have seen on the Windstar, and I have not seen
another LX with privacy glass that doesn't have it on the hatch window. Can someone confirm
whether the LX Comfort Group privacy glass should be on the hatch? I'm new here. I just
bought a '99 Windstar with 25, miles on it used as a rental vehicle by the dealership. On my old
Escort, the similar situation would show a mite over Full. What is your experience? After
reading about the fuel guage for the 20 gallon tank being installed with the 26 gallon tank, I
wanted to check. Q2: After I start the Windstar, the oil light takes about 2 seconds to shut off.
On my old Escort, it was almost immediate. Does this mean it has poor oil pressure, or is it just
a difference between the two engines 1. If it has bad oil pressure, I can still cancel the deal. After
reading the Windstar Problems board, I feel jittery. I still bought the Windstar because of its
safety and my two young kids and because I could not afford the only two other models with
similar crash tests Sienna, Odyssey. Thanks in advance for your help. Sorry to take up two
posts with this, I forgot something: Or I guess it could be a difference in the sensitivity of the
sensors the Escort's was not as sensitive and went off after the pressure reaches 3 pounds and
the Windstar's goes off after he pressure reaches 10 pounds. That is why I want to check with
you to see when your oil light goes off. With respect to the oil level, more oil is good, as long as
you do not exceed the maximum for the engine good for oil pressure, cooling, lubricating. So I
would add an extra cup or pint so long as it did not go over Max if I knew that the dipstick was
truly correct in being half-way between Min and Max. Thanks again. On our 95 the Jiffy Lube
guys always said it was a quart low, but on our 95 Windstar and my departed 93 T-Bird, the
word "max" was on the dipstick with a rather long arrow pointing towards the max marker. A

second look showed that it was full. Definitely NOT!. For the following reasons: The Ford
dealerships still tries to sell by the 19th century tactics. Try to get a straight answer from them!.
Just ask for the best price for the vehicle "sitting in their lot". Why do they do this? Just to
insult the intelligence of today's buyer? No wonder their lots are always full of vehicles -all
models in all colors, all the time. I was in the market for windstar wife wanted the safest minivan
to transport our children and this gentleman was seriously pushing the model the one that he
did not have on the lot! Inspite of informing that I am aware of all the figures invoice, incentives,
markups etc. Grudgingly by this time I knew I was not buying the van, but I wanted to get the
feel of driving a Ford product We went for testdrive 1. Wife is all smiles. The internal coolant
leak may be difficult to identify. Action Revised lower intake manifold side and front cover
gaskets have been released for service. Refer to the following text and Application Chart for
details" I've talked with a mechanic at Ford who says the intake gasket was redesigned with this
fix because it wasn't able to withstand the heat. If you redesign something, doesn't that mean
the first one wasn't designed properly? And shouldn't anyone who has to replace an engine
because of this error, be reimbursed? I know, I'm talking to the choir It sounds like this may be
Verse 2 of the head gasket problem. I replaced my oil with 5 quarts and it is very close to the
center of the min and max marks, which was where the oil level was with the original oil. I have
a Windstar SE with the 3. I guess it depends on the dealer you go to. If you come in with invoice
prices, you will get a good price. I requested info from Ford's web site from a local dealer.
THEN, I said, let's lease it. We went thru the numbers together on the computer. No hassles.
Just gotta get the right deal I guess! If that is the case, why do the Honda dealers play the same
games as any other dealer?? They low ball you on your trade. They try to add options. And if
possible, they try to sell you at or above MSRP. Ford low balls you on your trade. They try keep
you far from invoice and they want to add options where possible. Doesn't sound that much
different to me. Now, if you walk into the Ford dealer invoice prices in hand, put in a reasonable
offer, you walk out with a low hassle deal as mentioned above. Again, not much difference to
me. Good luck with your Windstar. I hope you got my email regarding your decision and my
experiences with the Windstar. Do you have any idea why the van had 25, miles on a and was
traded in? Was it a lease maybe or demo? Again, good luck and keep us posted on how things
go for you. The bottom line is always important. Or does this have more to do with the old
supply and demand. Thanks James. I don't know where you are shopping for your Ford, but
here is Houston, just about every dealer has an internet sales staff. Just call and ask for their
internet department! I have a 96 windstar and I need to put brake fluid in, but the reservior is
back by the firewall under the big black plastic shelf. How do I put some in???? My wife got an
unplanned Xmas present this week when the tranny on her '91 Camry died. Time to upgrade to a
minivan. The arrogance of Honda dealers on the Odyssey is offensive They took it without
further discussion. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to
get involved, click one of these buttons! Tell everyone about your buying experience: Write a
Dealer Review. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February It looks
like there is a radiator drain at the lower left corner of the radiator. For the tranny, I was able to
pump out about 7qts thru the dipstick tube. This freshens up the ATF nicely, but obviously not
as good as a full flush. You can push the tubing all the way to the bottom of the tranny pan thru
the ATF dipstick tube. As far as fuel system cleaners go. The best you can get over the counter
is chevron techron concentate make sure it's the "concentrate". May Is there any easy fix to
disconnect JUST the sensor circuit--pulling the fuse may have disabled the power window
switches too which isn't great. Generously spray out all the door latch mechanisms with WD40
or similar. You have a switch sticking in one of the doors. August I had the same problem with
my 95 ford windstar, I saw on a website a possible solution. It said to spray all the doors with
WD ALL the doors. Go around, spray again and open and close them over and over again. After
a while I noticed the interior light had gone off and the door ajar light was off too! I could not
believe that that was all it took. January Is no one interested in the Windstar any longer? When
did Ford stop building the Windstar? The Ford Freestar is taking over; this discussion is turning
into more of a problems one. Steve, Host. We have a Windstar with the standard third row seat i. I was wondering if anyone knew if one can get a replacement third seat that has headrests.
Our kids are growing up, and we will need to eventually place them in this third row and would
like them to have the slight extra protection of the headrests. March Has anyone heard of a
Windstar with power door locks not having a remote entry system. It seems so far that I must
own the only one. The dealer I frequent tells me the van is not equipt with a remote entry system
however recent events dealing with a Ford Escape resulting in my Nissan Frontier purchase has
me questioning that. Does anyone know how i can verify if the receiver for keyless is there or
not? Ford Windstar I am losing antifreeze from overflow and can't seem to trace it to a hose. We

believe it may be a water pump as it loud. Can anyone tell me if this could be the issue and what
approximate cost for replacement thru dealer would be. Any ideas, answers or suggestions
would be appreciated. Thanks, ckucz. April ITs working my nerves that the lights stays on for a
long time. Thanks Carla. Claires Chicago area Posts: 1, You might find the answer to your
question more quickly by posting your question in the Ford Windstar Problems discussion. A
friend gave my wife this vehicle. It has miles on it. He bought it new. It does not smoke. He told
me he was fairly sure it was the rod bearings, but would not really know the problem till he
removed the bottom oil pan. Other wise the mini van is in near perfect condition. Can any one
please tell me approx what the needed rod bearing parts would cost? Plus what the estimated
labor cost would be? You might also want to post your question in the Ford Windstar Problems
discussion to see if the folks there have any answers. I see many different suggestions of which
minivan you should by and the different problems of them. When you by a car you'll know that
something WILL happen with the car after a couple of years. Which one have cheapest
spare-parts? Which one are cheapest to own and which one are the most reliable. I live in
Sweden and we have a lot of Grand Voyagers you can almost see them everywhere, so it have
to be popular. Would anyone please convince me of which one I should buy!!! By the way I have
5 children between 15 and 1 years of age so the the safety is quite important. Grateful for
answer ASAP. I have a Ford Windstar , and have a funny noise coming from the engine. Took it
to my mechanic who thinks it's the rod bearings, but he says the noise was coming from the top
of the engine. He also says that "these cars are notorious for this kind problem" I don't know if
he means Fords in general or Windstars. Anyone else have this problem? What causes this
problem? Check your intake manifold. Welcome, rob35! This discussion is about the features,
attributes, etc. If you click on the link below, you can check your post to see if you've gotten any
answers. So if anyone knows where to buy or order this part, please let me know. I tried almost
every spare part or replacement dealer in the web, but no chance to get it. Thank you in advance
for your help and please excuse my bad English. Greetings from Germany Alex. June The Ford
Dealer in Germany can get the part, but it will cost you an arm and a leg. I would make contact
with a US based dealer and have them ship the part to you. Good Luck. Welcome to the Forums,
madzen! This Forum is for discussing the features, attributes, etc. To see if you've received any
replies, just click the link above. I can open door manually but not with overhead button or FOB.
PS slider works fine. Any suggestions or cures? July I just purchased a Windstar Limited. All
the door locks seemed to be working either with the key, or keyless entry pad until last night,
when I tried to use the keycode entry system. As soon as I entered the factory code the two
front locks stopped working. I can unlock the drivers side with the key, but passenger's side
must be opened from inside the vehicle. Is there a way to reset this, or is something broken? I
too have a 98 Ford Windstar and have had the usual problems with the power steering. The
latest problem that I have is that at 60 Km per hour about 40 mph I get this strange whining
sound coming from the rear left as far as I can tell. This only happens at 60 not before or after.
What could this be? It also is happening in my dad's too, but he has fewer kilometres on his. We
had almost no problems with our , so I used to say the same sort of thing I am following the
advice of one of the mechanics I went to for an estimate. He said just add a quart of oil and drive
it with the leaks I have not actually had to add oil, so the leaks must not be too bad. He referred
to the 3. I have a Windstar GL with the same problem. Im driving down the highway at 70mph
and all of the sudden the engine stops. If you try to restart the car immediately it will not start.
Did the fuel pump you changed fix your problem? Hi, kdog, If you post your question in the Ford
Windstar Problems discussion, you might get answers from members who have had the same
problem you're having. Good luck Does anyone think I should trade my Windstar with miles
before my extended warranty runs out in September? The reason I am asking is because of the
Employee Pricing right now. I don't want to replace the transmission any time soon. Should I? I
have a '95 Windstar 3. I would like to replace the engine with a used one. Can anyone tell me if
this engine interchanges with any other makes or models and years? I'm not sure what that
means. I have a 98 windstar and paid over 28K for it. FORD make crapy cars Take my advice:
get ride of your Windstar and buy a japanese car. Regards, Nour. Hey, what the hell is wrong
with Fords? Never buy a Honda civic September Anyone have the procedure for changing the
engine air filter? October I have a Ford Windstar LX van. Lately since the weather is getting
chilly I turned on the heater the other day and the blower continued to blow cold air. I changed
the thermostat and it still continues to blow cold air. I've bee told there is either a vacuum valve
or an electric valve that is not opening causing this, or maybe a fuse. Could someone give me
some information? I have a 98 windstar that has a ABS light on and when ever i turn it shuts off.
Please help??? November Hi all, I have a 99 Windstar SE 3. CEL on with P, P codes. When
engaged, traction control growls like a mountain lion. Looking at the threads, these items win
nothing for originality. However, here's one that might. Might go on just a few seconds, or a few

minutes. Might happen several times a day, or once every few days. Any ideas? Kinda spooky.
Considering calling a priest for an exorcism. Check you brake system's master cylinder to see if
it is leaking onto electrical wires. Get your Windstar to a dealer. Have a look here. I just bought a
98 Windstar and it doesnt have a keyless remote. Does all 98 Windstars have a keyless remote,
or was it an option? If it was, how do I know if mine has one? Also, to have a spare key made,
do I need a special type key? Not sure about '98s, but on my it looks like keyless remote entry
pontiac montana parts diagram
chrysler 27 engine torque specs
ford freestyle fuse box location
was a stand alone option. I have had key made at hardware store for my , there was nothing
special about it. Our Windstar was in an accident and had repair to the left front.. Now the horn
doesn't work. I've checked the fuse - it's OK. I heard of a relay by the drivers left foot, but
haven't found it yet. Honestly I think it's not plugged in but I can't find the horn! Could someone
tell me where it's supposed to be, maybe they forgot to put it back!! I have a 99 Windstar LX that
did the same thing before the speedometer finally quit working. At the time it quit working, my
son had borrowed it for a trip and I told him to take it to the nearest Ford dealer and tell them to
fix it. I had to pay for it because I had not asked for an estimate, etc.. Hope you have better luck.
I have the same problem. Did you find a solution? I have the same problem here. Looking
forward to some comments. December How do I know if my 99 Windstar has a rack and pinion
problem? Sign In or Register to comment.

